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In 2022, Growthink Capital Research tracked
1,574 venture funding transactions, totaling
$91.3 billion in 168 different sectors.

Please see the highlights and details on the
following pages.
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Two-hundred sixty-five companies raised $100 million or more in 2022. The
year’s biggest funding event belonged to Lineage Logistics which raised $2.4
billion. Other than Lineage Logistics, the 100 companies which raised the
most capital were:
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Celonis ($1 billion) an execution management system that analyzes and

optimizes digital business processes that serve production, human

resources, and logistics clients and businesses to improve process

transparency and efficiency.

Securonix ($1 billion) a cloud-based big data security insights platform

that transforms security management with risk intelligence allowing

clients to detect and prioritize insider threats, cyber threats, and cloud

and fraud attacks automatically and in a precise manner.

Flexport ($935 million) a freight forwarding platform that provides

visibility and control over the entire supply chain enabling logistics

companies to optimize transportation routes and inventory management. 

Ramp ($750 million) a corporate card and spend management platform

that helps users spend less and enables organizations to give their

employees cost-effective credit cards that can ensure control over

automated savings.

Acrisure ($725 million) an insurance brokerage service that manages and

overcomes complex risk and insurance challenges allowing for real-time

collaboration among agency partners and enhancing cross-selling and

knowledge-sharing initiatives to identify new business opportunities.

The Boring Company ($675 million) a tunnel boring service that solves

traffic problems and includes digging tunnels underground for

transportation purposes, enabling users to find cheap and fast means of

transportation.

https://lineagelogistics.com/
https://www.celonis.com/
https://www.securonix.com/
https://www.flexport.com/
https://ramp.com/
https://www.acrisure.com/
https://www.boringcompany.com/


National Resilience ($625 million) an advanced biopharmaceutical

manufacturing company that changes the way medicine is made

including a broad mix of customized manufacturing capabilities to serve

the needs of biopharmaceuticals at all stages of the drug development

process.

Ultima Genomics ($600 million) a genome-scale sequencing technology

that offers analytical services to enterprises.

Fireblocks ($550 million) a blockchain security platform that protects

digital assets on the network and securely transfers assets across

exchanges, wallets, custodians, and counterparties and keeps them

readily available using its patent-pending chip isolation security, and

model predictive control (MPC) technology.

EcoVadis ($500 million) a business sustainability ratings, intelligence,

and collaborative performance improvement tools to enable buyers and

suppliers alike to reduce risk in their supply chains.

Shadowbox Studios ($500 million) a studio platform intended to provide

blockbuster movie and television productions to enable clients to find

suitable locations for their productions.

Form Energy ($450 million) a sodium-based energy storage system

designed for renewable energy projects providing businesses with cost-

effective and multi-day energy storage alternatives.

ConsenSys ($450 million) a blockchain technology-based platform

designed to assist enterprises to launch more powerful financial

infrastructure allowing crypto clients and entrepreneurs to optimize

business processes.

Wisk Aero ($450 million) an electric, self-flying taxi services dedicated to

delivering safe every day flights for customers to change the future of

daily commutes and urban travel.

C O M P A N I E S  T H A T  R A I S E D  T H E  M O S T  C A P I T A L
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https://resilience.com/
https://www.ultimagenomics.com/
https://www.fireblocks.com/
https://ecovadis.com/
https://shadowboxstudios.com/
https://formenergy.com/
https://consensys.net/
https://wisk.aero/
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Weee! ($425 million) an online supermarket intended to offer authentic

gourmet delicacies from Asia allowing customers to get an affordable

farm-to-door experience that serves as the primary source of ingredients,

meals, and everyday essentials.

project44 ($420 million) a logistics technology platform designed to

digitize the shipment life-cycle allowing enterprises to offer a smarter

end-to-end shipping experience to their customers, as well as deliver

value.

NetSPI ($410 million) a penetration testing software intended for

transforming the cyber security testing industry with tech-enabled

services and prevention-based cyber security techniques.

Contentsquare ($400 million) a digital experience insights optimization

platform designed to help businesses understand how users are

interacting to allow clients to increase engagement, reduce operational

costs and maximize conversion rates.

Upside Foods ($400 million) real meat products that bring delicious and

healthy meat to the table by harvesting it from cells, instead of animals,

allowing consumers to enjoy meat products that are clean and free from

harmful chemicals.

Circle ($400 million) a cryptocurrency-focused financial technology that

sends, receives, and invests in cryptocurrency assets around the world. 

Veev ($400 million) housing materials that reinvent the way homes are

built and experienced providing consumers with strong, efficient, and

high-quality products to enjoy complete home control.

Uniphore ($400 million) an artificial intelligence-powered conversational

automation platform that offers speech analytics allowing businesses to

use natural communication modes and speech so as to engage and

instruct machines.

https://www.sayweee.com/en
https://www.project44.com/
https://www.netspi.com/
https://contentsquare.com/
https://upsidefoods.com/
https://www.circle.com/en/
https://www.veev.com/
https://www.uniphore.com/
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https://resilience.com/
https://www.ultimagenomics.com/
https://www.fireblocks.com/
https://ecovadis.com/
https://shadowboxstudios.com/
https://formenergy.com/
https://consensys.net/
https://wisk.aero/
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Palmetto ($375 million) an energy management and consumption

tracking platform and solar energy equipment that monitors and

optimizes solar energy consumption.

VulcanForms ($355 million) an engineering company that develops

scalable industrial metal additive manufacturing technology allowing the

world's critical industries to innovate, grow, and deliver sustainable

impact.

Bolt ($355 million) a checkout experience platform that drives e-

commerce businesses with newfound revenue with a one-click experience

that gets higher conversions without the use of passwords, usernames,

or having to use personal or payment data.

Crusoe Energy Systems ($350 million) mobile modular data centers that

eliminate routine flaring of natural gas and reduce the cost of cloud

computing to reduce the emissions footprint associated with oil

production while simultaneously reducing the cost of computation.

Somatus ($325 million) concierge kidney care intended to delay or

prevent the progression of chronic kidney disease to ESRD to improve

their outcomes and maximize the number of patients who qualify for and

receive kidney transplantation.

Mysten Labs ($300 million) a tech infrastructure platform for Web3

adoption accelerating the development and adoption of decentralized

services and making major improvements across multiple chains,

allowing developers to focus on their user experience.

Monolith ($300 million) a carbon black and hydrogen gas that converts

natural gas to carbon black in an eco-friendly manner allowing industries

to get environmentally sustainable carbon black at affordable costs.

 

https://palmetto.com/
https://www.vulcanforms.com/
https://www.bolt.com/
https://www.crusoeenergy.com/
https://somatus.com/
https://mystenlabs.com/
https://monolith-corp.com/
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Biofourmis ($300 million) a health analytics platform that analyzes

physiology data from clinical-grade wearables to detect personalized

patterns and predict clinical exacerbation in advance of a critical event

and provide better outcomes for patients.

Biofourmis ($300 million) a health analytics platform that analyzes

physiology data from clinical-grade wearables to detect personalized

patterns and predict clinical exacerbation in advance of a critical event

and provide better outcomes for patients.

Tessera Therapeutics ($300 million) gene writing technology that

permanently makes small and large alterations to the human genome

thereby curing diseases at their source, enabling healthcare providers to

cure their patients and improve their lives.

Remote ($300 million) a recruiting platform that helps companies of all

sizes to hire top talent from all over the world so that clients can

increase their productivity and employment base in an organization.

Branch ($300 million) a deep linking technology that transforms how

brands and users interact across digital platforms

Brex ($300 million) app-based credit card and expense management

services that streamline finances and fuel overall growth. 

OpenSea ($300 million) a peer-to-peer marketplace that facilitates the

trading of crypto assets and digital collectibles to streamline crypto

transactions.

O9 Solutions ($295 million) a cloud-based business planning and

management platform that transforms enterprise decision-making.

Freenome ($290 million) a multi-omics platform that detects cancer

through a routine blood draw and aims to reinvent disease management

through systematized early detection and intervention of disease

screenings.

https://biofourmis.com/
https://biofourmis.com/
https://www.tesseratherapeutics.com/
https://remote.co/remote-jobs/recruiter/
https://branch.io/
https://www.brex.com/
https://opensea.io/
https://o9solutions.com/
https://www.freenome.com/
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Kriya Therapeutics ($270 million) a gene therapy company that designs

and develops gene therapies for diseases with underlying biology to

minimize immunogenicity and improve tissue specificity.

Whatnot ($260 million) operator of live stream platform and marketplace

that trades limited-edition toys and collectibles to allow collectors and

enthusiasts to safely buy, sell and connect with each other.

OppZo ($260 million) an online financial platform that provides access to

business loans for business owners to access funds within 24 hours.

Avant ($250 million) an online lending platform that offers access to

consumers to consolidate debt through personal loans at low costs.

Emalex Biosciences ($250 million) biopharmaceutical drugs that

diagnose and cure central nervous system disorders and rare and orphan

neurological conditions for patients who have limited or no treatment

options.

Wasabi Technologies ($250 million) a simple, predictable cloud storage

for businesses all over the world to have the ability to store and instantly

access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price.

Coalition ($250 million) a cyber risk platform that manages network

threats to prevent cyber-attacks and incur losses before they occur.

Rippling ($250 million) an employee management platform that helps

eliminate the administrative work of running a company.

CelLink ($250 million) high-conductance, large-area flexible circuits

intended to offer clean power revolution to give access to conducive

circuits at an affordable price.

Starburst ($250 million) an analytics platform that unlocks the value of

data by making it fast and easy to access anywhere. 

Chargebee ($250 million) a subscription billing and revenue management

platform that offers subscription management services and allows

clients to avail multiple payment options and makes billing easier.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1KR3BIMf1W-FsxsVZ1Wzpb8e3mxcA9rhmcnVBGO7bzJo/edit
https://www.whatnot.com/
https://www.oppzo.com/
https://www.avant.com/
https://emalexbiosciences.com/
https://wasabi.com/
https://www.coalitioninc.com/
https://www.rippling.com/
https://www.cellink.com/
https://www.starburst.io/
https://www.chargebee.com/
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Highspot ($248 million) a sales engagement platform that improves

content optimization.

Stax ($245 million) an integrated payment platform that simplifies the

overall payment experience for business owners and meets their payment

needs.

Fetch Rewards ($240 million) a mobile savings and gift card earning

application that rewards shoppers and grocers for the purchases they

already made. 

Roofstock ($240 million) an online property investment marketplace that

helps people buy and sell a tenant-occupied rental property.

Cart.com ($240 million) e-commerce-as-a-service that scales businesses

online so clients can take control of their online business and increase

their revenue.

SeatGeek ($238 million) a mobile-focused ticket platform that helps fans

buy and sell tickets for sports, concert, and theater events in a cost-

effective and hassle-free manner.

Kallyope ($236 million) a biotechnology company that explores the

therapeutic potential of gut-brain circuits allowing healthcare industries

to develop improved therapeutics for human health and nutrition.

Lyra Health ($235 million) a digital health platform that transforms

mental health care through technology with the human touch so that

employers can deliver care to their employees and families online with

the flexibility of in-person care.

Harness ($230 million) a delivery-as-a-service platform that simplifies the

software delivery process to save time by automating the scripting

process.

Fever ($227 million) a social event discovery platform that improves the

way people make plans by easily booking events and getting access to

top tourist attractions and activities.

https://www.highspot.com/
https://www.stax.com/
https://fetch.com/
https://www.roofstock.com/
https://www.cart.com/
https://seatgeek.com/
https://kallyope.com/
https://www.lyrahealth.com/
https://harness.io/
https://feverup.com/en
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Delfi Diagnostics ($225 million) a blood test system designed for early

detection and interception of cancer when it is most curable, allowing

doctors to cure their patients efficiently.

AlphaSense ($225 million) a web-based financial and company search

engine designed to find critical information, set alerts, and analyze

filings, research, news, and other disclosures for critical data points with

accuracy.

Clari ($225 million) a revenue operations platform that improves

efficiency, predictability, and growth across the entire revenue process

providing teams with total visibility into their business to make their

revenue process more connected, efficient, and predictable.

Growve ($225 million) a brand aggregator specializing in acquiring and

operating natural brands in the supplement, body care, food, sports

nutrition, household and pet categories. 

DBT Labs ($222 million) analytics engineering tools that help analysts

create and disseminate organizational knowledge.

Orna Therapeutics ($221 million) a biotechnology company that designs

and delivers a new class of fully engineered circular RNA therapeutics. 

Knock ($220 million) an online real estate trading platform that simplifies

real estate transactions for real estate agents and homeowners to buy

and sell properties faster without a hassle.

Reify Health ($220 million) cloud-based healthcare software that helps

accelerate the development of new, life-saving therapies for research

sponsors and coordinators to focus on the actions that impact clinical

research success.

Enable Injections ($215 million) on-body delivery devices that enable

subcutaneous self-administration of high-volume therapeutics easily and

comfortably.

https://delfidiagnostics.com/
https://www.alpha-sense.com/
https://www.clari.com/
https://www.growve.com/
https://www.getdbt.com/
https://www.ornatx.com/
https://www.knock.com/
https://www.reifyhealth.com/
https://enableinjections.com/
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Astronomer ($213 million) a data orchestration platform that collects and

prepares statistics for business analytics for data engineers, data

scientists, and data analysts to build, run, and observe pipelines-as-code.

Society Brands ($204 million) a tech-enabled company for consumer

products to help businesses build and grow from scratch.

Drata ($200 million) a security and compliance automation platform that

achieves continuous Service Organization Control compliance to build

trust, accelerate sales and scale businesses securely.

Ascend Elements ($200 million) battery resources technology that

changes the dynamics for processing end-of-life lithium-ion batteries. 

CoachHub ($200 million) a Developer of employee coaching software

designed to provide personalized mentoring for employees of all career

levels. The company's platform creates a personalized, measurable, and

scalable coaching program for the entire workforce, regardless of the

department and seniority level, enabling clients with live coaching

sessions via video conferencing

Upstream Bio ($200 million) a biotech company that addresses allergic

and inflammatory diseases for patients.

Semperis ($200 million) a cyber resilience and threat mitigation platform

that ensures the integrity and availability of critical enterprise directory

services in the cyber kill chain. 

Arcadia ($200 million) a clean energy tech platform that facilitates easy

access to clean energy for users to ensure optimal energy control.

Salsify ($200 million) a product experience management platform that

drives online products and increases sales for businesses to empower

their brand to win on the digital shelf.

https://www.astronomer.io/
https://www.societybrands.com/
https://drata.com/
https://ascendelements.com/
https://www.coachhub.com/
https://www.upstreambio.com/
https://www.semperis.com/
https://www.arcadia.com/
https://www.salsify.com/
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DNAnexus ($200 million) biomedical informatics and data management

platform that analyzes DNA-sequencing data for commercial and

academic medical researchers to visualize and analyze big data systems

for DNA from a single, unified system.

Axonius ($200 million) a cybersecurity asset management platform that

secures and manages connected devices in use by businesses to safely

engage device adoption and usage at scale.

Spotter ($200 million) financial liquidity services for prosumer content

creators to get the funds necessary to invest in their business.

Genesis ($200 million) capital markets software that innovates business

and operating models to help clients from buy-side, sell-side, execution

venues, and clearinghouses to address complex industry challenges by

delivering real-time insights.

Loadsmart ($200 million) an on-demand freight marketplace that helps

shippers move their freight and helps carriers keep their trucks full. 

Alto Pharmacy ($200 million) a digital pharmacy platform that brings a

transparent and effortless pharmacy experience to the doorstep.

Route ($200 million) a shipping platform that protects and tracks freight

eliminating shipping pains and increasing brand loyalty by tracking all

online purchases.

Factorial Energy ($200 million) nano-engineered batteries for electric

vehicles, homes, and critical applications that are more environmentally

friendly, safer, and less expensive.

6sense ($200 million) a predictive intelligence platform that achieves

revenue growth and offers customer insights such as anonymous website

activity, buyer intent data, and predictive analytics.

Handshake ($200 million) a college career network that transforms the

recruiting experience for college students, career centers, and employers.

https://www.dnanexus.com/
https://www.axonius.com/
https://spotter.la/
https://genesis.global/
https://loadsmart.com/
https://alto.com/
https://route.com/
https://factorialenergy.com/
https://6sense.com/
https://joinhandshake.com/
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Mosyle ($196 million) device management software designed to

streamline Apple device management, simplify technology adoption, and

redesign workflows without a hassle.
Maze Therapeutics ($190 million) a biotechnology platform that focuses

on translating genetic insights to develop novel therapies.

Jeeves ($180 million) corporate card software for global startups to pay

with ease for anything and anywhere.

FogPharma ($178 million) cell-penetrating mini proteins (CPMPs) that

target cancer-causing proteins inside cancer cells and neutralize them to

treat cancer-related diseases.

Material Bank ($175 million) a material marketplace for professionals

and brands in the architecture and design industry to discover samples,

and order materials to meet personalized product and project needs.

Wagestream ($175 million) a wage management platform that offers

clients an affordable alternative to payday loans, streams their salary

directly into a savings account, and provides financial education in real-

time.

LifeMine Therapeutics ($175 million) a drug discovery platform that

elucidates human biology and creates sophisticated therapeutics that

attack the fundamental drivers of serious human diseases. 

Bloomreach ($175 million) a cloud-based software that assists

companies to increase their web traffic from organic or natural search

results.

Metagenomi ($175 million) a natural microbial community platform that

discovers and develops next-generation therapeutics. 

A Place for Mom ($175 million) an assisted living referral network

connecting families to senior living service providers across North

America that simplifies an often challenging and opaque search process. 

https://mosyle.com/
https://mazetx.com/
https://www.tryjeeves.com/
https://fogpharma.com/
https://www.materialbank.com/
https://wagestream.com/
https://lifeminetx.com/
https://www.bloomreach.com/en
https://metagenomi.co/
https://www.aplaceformom.com/
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Zappi ($170 million) automated market research that changes the way

that companies access and use consumer insight increasing their

chances of in-market success and enabling clients to make advertising

decisions in an optimal manner.

OpenWeb ($170 million) a social engagement platform that provides an

on-site community for improving online conversation and curating their

communities' social interactions directly.

Guesty ($170 million) a cloud-based property management software for

that allows professional property managers to seamlessly cross-manage

different vacation and short-term rentals.

Chainalysis ($170 million) a cryptocurrency investigation and compliance

software that protects the junction between finance and the

decentralized internet. 

I F  Y O U ’ R E  L O O K I N G  F O R  O U T S I D E  F U N D I N G  T O  G R O W  Y O U R
C O M P A N Y ,  C A L L  U S  A T  ( 2 1 3 )  9 2 7 - 3 9 6 8  O R  L E A R N  M O R E

A B O U T  O U R  S E R V I C E S  A T  W W W . G R O W T H I N K C A P I T A L . C O M .

https://www.zappi.io/web/
https://www.openweb.com/
https://www.guesty.com/
https://www.chainalysis.com/
tel:2139273968
https://www.growthinkcapital.com/

